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FEATURES


All data is stored in the database



Postgres is used as database backend



NMS is scalable and can support thousands of devices



Zero configuration concept. Just register device in NMS server



Zero configured VPN between server and each devices to secure data
exchange and provide remote access



Integrated and preconfigured Zabbix server



Ready to run with minimal additional configuration



Capability to integrate with our AAA-server, WAC and hotspot controllers.

System concept

NMS inherit main system concept which can be generally described as hierarchical
relationships:


System owner



One or more service providers or served networks

Providers have authorized operators. Rights of individual operators in the system are
adjustable.
There are several web interface levels in the system (see the diagram below):


Access for system owners (root).



Access for providers



Restricted access for operator

NMS has built-in and preconfigured OpenVPN server which in a conjuction with
OpenVPN client in firmware provides zero configured VPN network between the server
and each device.
VPN is used to secure communication between server and managed devices and to
provide remote access for each device to operators.
NMS support deploy of settings to managed devices. NMS provides three levels of

settings:
1. Settings from root level are applicabe to all devices.
2. Settings from provider level are applicable only for devices from one network.
3. Individual settings for concrete device.
NMS supports automatic backup and restoration for configuration files for managed
devices, also as automatic firmware upgrade.
NMS supports map view of managed devices. Operator can specify location of device
within registration and (or) within regular management. Gogle map is used for map view.
Zabbix is integrated within NMS and used for monitoring and notification purposes. No
additional configuration for Zabix is required.
Configuration process is similar to device registartion in NMS and required minimal data
(e.g. credentials).

Web-interface

NMS has powerfull web-interface to manage the system. Below are screenshots for some
functions of NMS.
Network map view in NMS

Basic settings which will be deployed to all devices

Integrated Zabbix – main page

Graphs from Zabbix

NMS integration

NMS is integrated with our firmware, hotspot and wireless access controllers. It can be
integrated with other systems by the request.

